
Fire Agate
Hardness: 6.5-7

Gemological Properties: Is a cryptocrystalline variety of the mineral Quartz (SiO2). Its 
crystal habit is usually as banded or layered botryoidalmasses with micro fibrous structure. 
Color banding and layers of inclusions are common.
Meta-PhysicalProperties: Is identified as the spiritual flame of complete excellence, 
conveys an excessive sealed mystery inside its profound brown crystal. Fire Agate is a range of 
Chalcedony, a mineral of the Quartz dynasty. It manifestsspiritualdirection through action, and 
helps in takingcrucialact in vaguesituations. Fire Agateraises emotions, passion, and recoupling 
to one's deepest aspirations, and provides the bravery to take probabilities to achieve those 
encouragements. Further, it arouses sexual and physical energy, rising stamina and circulation, 
and is effective in remedying sexual discrepancies, such as impotence or fear of sexual 
relationship.Fire Agate is a stone of creativeness and expression, and is mostly useful in 
overcoming artistic blocks of all kinds.
Corresponding Astrological Signs: Taurus and Capricorn
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